BEAUTIFUL INFORMATION
BEAUTIFUL INFORMATION is a public/private partnership made in the NHS. Our solutions are developed and tested in a live hospital setting and respond to the needs of clinicians, managers and patients.

Our solutions are reliable, available on desktop, mobile platforms and whiteboards, offering a clear view of real-time information which can be shared across an organisation and beyond.
HOW CAN YOU IMPROVE PATIENT FLOW AND DELIVER EFFICIENT PATIENT CARE?
PATIENT TRACKING LIST

// Manages patient flow and blockages

// Allows one real-time view of patient level data from multiple systems in any ward or service

// Accessible to anyone on any web device

// Designed to be used on whiteboards in operational locations
BESPOKE SOLUTION

- Configurable to the needs of the organisation
- Integrated with our performance dashboard solutions
- Option to link to Trust Active Directory
- Typically implemented in around 12 weeks
HOW IT WORKS

1. We take your existing Patient Level data and export it to our Patient Tracking List.

2. Data is then made visible on an electronic whiteboard or desktop to display the tracking steps of every patient within your organisation.

3. This could be from attendance in ED through to admission and discharge or RTT and cancer for example.
ED PATIENT TRACKING LIST

// Helps tackle delays and manage patients from arrival to transfer or discharge

// Can display OPEL status
IN PATIENT TRACKING LIST

// Full In-Patient tracking list from any point of entry

// Can be complemented by Digital Ward Boards
Referral To Treatment
PTL helps meet 18-week targets and validation
“After six months the Patient Tracking List is now a way of life on the wards and we couldn’t live without it”

DAPHNE LEISTER | HEAD OF IT PROJECTS | EPSOM AND ST HELIER UNIVERSITY HOSPITALS NHS TRUST
DIGITAL WARD BOARDS

// At a glance bed-level patient tracking in a ward lay out through any screen

// Perfectly complements your Inpatient Patient Tracking List

// An intuitive ward display by bay with patient information icons
DIGITAL WARD BOARDS

// Easily configurable to replicate any ward set up including nurse stations
“The Digital Ward Board gives nurses and managers an easy-to-use, representation of the ward. It helps us understand the needs of every patient without checking lots of paperwork or calling a meeting”

ELISA STEEL | HEAD OF NURSING | DIGITAL PROGRAMMES | EAST KENT HOPSITALS UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION TRUST
WHO WE WORK WITH

We work with a range of healthcare providers from across the whole health economy to help achieve the perfect blend of private sector and NHS experience.

We’ve also been providing expertise to national bodies like Public Health England and The Health Foundation. We developed a solution for automated daily and real-time data submissions to NHS Improvement, used by almost all acute and ambulance trusts in England.
Contact Paul Clark at;
E paul.clark@beautifulinformation.org
M 07788526789
T @beautinf

www.beautifulinformation.org